In this paper, we propose an improved autocorrelation function (ACF)-based water-21 marking that is robust against combined geometric and removal attacks. ACF-based watermarking is known to be effective against geometric attacks. In this watermark-23 ing scheme, both the embedded watermark and autocorrelation peaks of the watermark should survive a variety of attacks. However, the autocorrelation peaks are not strong 25 enough. The proposed method improves the robustness of ACF-based watermarking by enhancing the strength of the autocorrelation peaks. Instead of the simple addition of a 27 watermark to an image, the proposed watermark embedder uses the information of an original image more actively during the embedding process, so that the marked image 29 has strong autocorrelation peaks. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme provides better robustness than conventional ACF-based watermarking against a variety 31 of combined geometric-removal attacks.
Introduction

35
Digital multimedia markets have grown rapidly over the last decade. Movies, music and other multimedia contents are digitized and distributed via networks. Digital 37 media have many advantages over analog media. They can be copied without loss of fidelity and edited easily. However, these advantages render it easier to make 39 illegal copies or forgeries of copyrighted media.
In the past few years, digital watermarking has been considered as a possible 1 solution to the problem of protecting copyrighted digital media.
1,2 Digital watermarking is a process of hiding copyright information in the multimedia data to 3 be protected. If it is to provide efficient copyright protection, digital watermarking must satisfy two requirements: unobtrusiveness and robustness. Unobtrusiveness 5 means that watermark embedding should not affect the quality of the data. Robustness means that embedded watermarks should be able to be detected reliably, 7 even after watermarking attacks.
Geometric attacks are considered to be very strong in the watermarking world.
9
They effectively disable the watermarking system with little degradation of image quality. Geometric attacks do not remove or attenuate an embedded watermark, but 11 prevent its detection by changing its position, angle and scale. In spread-spectrum watermarking, 3, 15 which is the most prevalent watermarking technique, synchro-
13
nization between an embedded watermark and a reference watermark is very important for watermark detection. If an embedded mark is distorted geometrically,
15
a watermark detector considers it to be a totally different signal from the reference mark, even if it is a correct watermark. In this case, detection of the watermark is transform is impossible. Thus, interpolation in the Fourier domain is necessary during the inversion, and the resulting image quality is very poor.
25
Feature-based watermarking is another watermarking scheme that resists geometric attacks.
13, 14 This method uses geometric distortion-invariant features such 27 as edges or corners, for watermark embedding. A target image is segmented using the distortion-invariant features, then each segment is geometrically normalized and 29 a watermark is embedded into the normalized segments. This method requires a stable feature extractor that always finds the same features, even when the image 31 has been processed, for example by an image filtering, subsequent to the embedding of the watermark.
33
Template-based watermarking also addresses geometric attacks. 4, 6 In this scheme, a template is embedded into a host image in addition to the embedding of 35 the watermark. The template does not contain copyright information in itself. It is just a special pattern of peaks that are used for the estimation of the geometric 37 attacks. It is embedded into the Fourier transform domain of a host image. During watermark detection, the applied geometric attacks are estimated and reversed by 39 inspecting the template pattern. With this method, watermark detection will fail if there is any failure in either of the geometric transform estimation or watermark 41 detection steps. Moreover, attackers can easily remove the embedded template, because it has no secrecy.
16
Image Watermarking Resistant to Geometric and Removal Attacks 3
Autocorrelation function based watermarking (ACF-based watermarking) is yet 1 another approach to resist geometric attacks. 8, 9, 11 In this scheme, a watermark pattern is periodically embedded into an image. The periodic watermark makes 3 periodic peaks in the autocorrelation function of the watermark. When geometric attacks are applied to the marked image, the peak pattern is also reshaped 5 geometrically in the same way. The watermark detector uses the peak pattern to estimate the applied geometric attack. For reliable watermark detection, both the 7 autocorrelation peaks and embedded watermark should be robust.
A common problem of the geometric attack resistant watermarking methods is 9 that they are not sufficiently robust to geometric attacks that are combined with removal attacks. Removal attacks are those attacks, such as lossy compression and 11 image filtering, that remove or attenuate the embedded watermark signal. Geometric attacks are often accompanied by removal attacks. Printing and scanning, one
13
of the most popular geometric attacks, is a combination of geometric attacks and a removal attack (AD/DA conversion). Another example is lossy compression. Mul-
15
timedia data are generally stored and transmitted after being compressed by using a lossy compression algorithm. Geometrically distorted images are no exception.
17
Thus, it is desirable that watermarking schemes that are resistant to geometric attacks are also robust to removal attacks.
19
ACF-based watermarking is known as the most effective watermarking scheme against combined geometric-removal attacks.
7 However, there is much room for 21 improvement. As already mentioned, successful watermark detection requires that both the autocorrelation peaks and embedded watermark should survive attacks,
23
and in commonly used ACF-based watermarking schemes, the autocorrelation peaks are not sufficiently robust. Figure 1 shows that the strength of the autocorrelation 25 peaks is much lower than that of the watermark detector response. The autocorrelation peaks can be removed easily, which can cause watermark detection failure,
27
even if the watermark signal remains in the host image. This means that the overall detection performance is more dependent on the autocorrelation peaks when 29 geometric attacks have been applied to a marked image. In this paper, we propose an improved ACF-based watermarking scheme that 31 enhances the strength of the autocorrelation peaks and is hence more robust to geometric attacks and combined geometric-removal attacks. Conventional ACF-
33
based watermarking methods embed watermarks simply by adding a periodic watermark to an original image. By contrast, the proposed watermarking scheme 35 adopts watermarking with side information mechanism 12 in the embedding process. The proposed embedder uses an original image and the detector information in a 37 more sophisticated way, so that the detector can extract a clearer autocorrelation peak pattern. This improves overall detection performance against geometric 39 attacks.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the basic approach and 3 
Proposed Algorithm
Basic approach
We first explain the basic approach of the proposed scheme. At the detection 5 process, the autocorrelation function of an extracted watermark can be modeled as
7 where denotes the correlation operator and w + n is the extracted watermark signal. w is the embedded watermark signal and n is the watermark estimation error 9 of the watermark extractor. Since n has no periodicity, only w, w is a meaningful term. The other terms are interference terms.
11
The proposed method improves the robustness of the autocorrelation peaks by reducing the interference introduced by n. To achieve this, we adopt watermarking 13 with side information mechanism, which achieves maximum performance by exploiting an original image during the embedding process. Because we have an original 15 image and watermark extractor information during the embedding time, we can predict the estimation error n and control it. Thus, by introducing periodicity to 17 the predicted estimation error n during the embedding process, we can also make n, n to be a meaningful term. Figure 2 shows the proposed embedding procedure. Firstly, the watermark estima-21 tion error is predicted from an original image, by applying the watermark extractor to it. Since the original image does not contain any watermark, the extracted signal 23 can be considered as the watermark estimation error. The extracted signal is analyzed and modified to have high autocorrelation by using its own statistical charac-25 teristics. Due to this processing, the estimation error also contains autocorrelation peaks. Finally, the processed signal is mixed with a periodic watermark and 27 embedded into the original image.
Watermark embedding
The detailed embedding procedure is described as follows. 
Signal extraction
A signal E is extracted from an original image I of size X × Y by using the 31 watermark extractor. In the proposed scheme, the watermark extractor uses the Wiener filter Original Image (I) where µ(x, y) and σ 2 (x, y) are the local mean and local variance of the original 1 image, respectively. s 2 is the noise variance. Since the noise variance is not available, we use the average of the local variances for s 2 . The extracted signal E is given by
Correlating process 5
In the correlating process, the extracted signal E is modified to have high autocorrelation with period (M, M ). This processing is done by segmenting the extracted 7 signal into blocks of size M × M and modifying each block to correlate highly with the others. Figure 3 describes the geometric interpretation of this process. In the This projection increases the correlation between R and each vector v n :
As a result, the correlation between each vector is also increased. The projected To achieve high correlation with minimal distortion, the reference vector should 1 be selected carefully. Suppose that the correlating process simply changes all segmented vectors into an identical vector to maximize the correlation. Then, the dis-3 tortion will be at a minimum when the changed vector is the mean of all segmented vectors:
We can use this vector as the reference vector. However, the low frequency is enhanced for robustness. We enhance the low frequency by making neighboring samples have similar values. Suppose again that every segmented vector is simply changed into an identical vector in which each of the four neighboring samples has the same value. With this supposition, the distortion will be minimized when the changed vector is defined by
We use R for the reference vector.
7
To ensure that each segmented vector have a small angle with the reference vector, the projection process is performed as follows. For each vector v n , the refer- ence vector is modified to have the same length as v n while maintaining the vector direction. This process is described by
Then, we have the difference vector between R n and v n as
The segmented vector v n is moved close to R n by
where α d and λ dn are global and local weighting factors, respectively. The global 5 weighting factor determines how much each vector is correlated with the others. The local weighing factor controls the strength of the modification of each sample 7 adaptively by using a perceptual masking model. We use the NVF (Noise Visibility Function) based local weighting factor 17 given by
where S and S 1 are the scaling parameter for textured and flat regions, respectively.
11
Empirically, we set S = 3 and S 1 = 1. λ d is defined in the entire range of the image and λ dn is the corresponding segment of v n in λ d . The NVF is given by
where Figure 4 shows the projection process. For simplicity, the effect of the local 17 weighting factor is not illustrated in the figure.
Watermark mixing and embedding
19
The correlated signal E is mixed with a periodic watermark and embedded into the original image. To generate a watermark signal, a basic watermark pattern • .
5
The correlated signal E and watermark W are mixed into E w by using a weighted summation
where α e and α w are global weighting factors and λ w (·) denotes a local weighting 9 factor that reflects perceptual masking. α e has a value between [0, 1]. The lower the α e , the higher proportion the watermark signal occupies in the mixed signal.
11
This will increase the detector response of the watermark, but there will be a corresponding reduction in image quality. The NVF based weighting factor is also 13 used here for the local weighting factor λ w (·). Finally, the marked image I is obtained by replacing the originally extracted 15 signal E in the original image I with the mixed signal E w . This operation is described as
Watermark detection 1
The overall detection procedure (Fig. 5) follows the general detection procedure of conventional ACF-based watermarking. The detection procedure can be di-3 vided into three processes: watermark extraction, geometric attack estimation and watermark detection. 
Watermark extraction
The embedded watermark is first extracted from the marked image by using the Wiener filter, as in the embedding procedure. Generally, the host image is highly auto-correlated and has much higher energy than the watermark signal. These 
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extraction using the Wiener filter. The extracted watermark, denoted by E w , might 1 be a corrupted version of the mixed signal E w .
Geometric attack estimation and reversion
3
Prior to watermark detection, the geometric attacks applied to the marked image are estimated and reversed. Since a periodic watermark pattern was embedded 5 into the image, periodic peaks are found in the autocorrelation function of the watermark. The geometric attacks can be estimated by using the peak pattern. The geometric attack is estimated as follows.
The autocorrelation function of the extracted watermark is calculated first. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) can be used for calculating the autocorrelation function to reduce the time complexity. The normalized autocorrelation function is
13 where " * " denotes the complex conjugate operation. If the target image contains a watermark, the autocorrelation function contains periodic peaks. peaks will be removed. After this preprocessing, we have some candidates for the correct peaks. In the second step, we select peaks among the candidates by
where AF is the result of local maximum selection. µ AF and σ AF denotes the 25 average and standard deviation of the autocorrelation function respectively. α AF is a constant.
27 Figure 7 shows a peak detection example. The peak detection was performed on the Lena image that had been compressed (JPEG quality factor = 50) and rotated 29 by 15
• after the watermark embedding. As shown in the figure, the autocorrelation function has many high correlation values besides correct peaks. The proposed peak 31 detector clearly detected the correct peaks from the autocorrelation function.
The geometric transform is estimated from the detected peaks. To explain the 33 estimation step, we define origin peak and base peak first. The origin peak is the peak on the (0, 0) coordinate in the autocorrelation function. Since the normalized 35 autocorrelation value with a signal offset of zero is always 1, the strength of the origin peak is always 1. The base peaks are defined as those peaks that have the With these definitions, the distance between the origin peak and a base peak 3 is the period of the watermark. The angle of the base peak based on the origin peak represents the rotated angle of the marked image. Thus, we can estimate the peaks, we can expect that there exist peaks in (128, 128), (256, 0), (0, 256) and so on. Ideally, if we can find all existing peaks with a peak, we can consider the peak 3 as a base peak. Base peaks can be found by using this property. Considering the aspect ratio change, we find two base peaks. If an aspect ratio 5 change has been applied to a marked image, the base peaks in the horizontal and vertical directions have different distances from the origin peak.
7
Base peaks are found by the following procedures. At first, two peaks are selected from the set of detected peaks. Then we count the number of peaks in the set 9 of detected peaks that can be found with the offset information of the currently selected peak pair. We will call this number as the "peak count" of the peak pair.
11
This procedure is repeated for every peak pair. The peak pair with the maximum peak count can be selected as the base peak pair.
13
The base peak-finding method described above works well in the normal case. However, we should consider exceptional cases, which are caused by false peaks.
15
A false peak is a peak that is detected by the peak detection method described above but is not a correct peak. Occasionally, a false peak exists between the origin 17 and base peaks. In Fig. 8 , a false peak exists on (64, 0). In this case, the peaks that can be found by the peak pair [(128, 0), (0, 128)] are also found by the peak The peak ratio measure is also problematic. If all peaks are detected correctly 31 in the peak detection step, the peak ratio of every peak pair is 1. In this case, we cannot select the base peak pair. Moreover, if some normal peaks are missed, it is 33 highly likely that an incorrect base peak pair will be selected. For example, suppose that one normal peak on (128, 128) is missed, as in Fig. 8 . Then, the peak ratio of As the result, the correct base peak pair is not selected as the base peak pair in this case.
37
To solve this problem, we use another measure given by
39
We can solve the exceptional cases described above with this measure. In the above examples, the peak score of the peak pair [(128, 0), (0, 128)] is higher than those 
21
Then, the detector response is given by
23
If DR > τ , the detector decides that the watermark is detected. The threshold τ can also be decided adaptively as
where µ znc and σ znc are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of Z nc . 
Experimental Results
Test environments
29
To test the improvement brought about by the proposed scheme, we compared it with a conventional additive ACF-based watermarking scheme. Although cur-31 rent ACF-based watermarking schemes use various masking models and watermark patterns, they follow the general additive embedding model: where α and λ denote the global and local weighting factors, respectively. For a 1 fair test environment, the same watermark pattern and local weighting factor as described in Sec. 2.2 were used for both schemes.
3
One thousand test images, each 256 × 256 pixels, were used for the experiments. Test images included natural scenes and portraits. Figure 9 shows some of test 5 images.
The watermarking scaling factors are determined empirically. Since the cor-7 relating process also introduces distortion, the embedding strength for the actual watermark of the proposed scheme should be lower than that of the additive scheme 9 to achieve the same level of image quality. For the additive scheme, the global scaling factor α = 1.9 in Eq. (21). For the proposed scheme, α w = 1.45 and α e = 1
11
in Eq. (12). The scaling factor α d for the correlating process in Eq. (9) was set to 1/σ d , where σ d is the standard deviation of all difference vectors d n .
13
The average PSNRs of marked images of both schemes are 38 dB. Figure 10 shows the distributions of marked image quality. Both schemes show similar quality 15 distributions.
For the watermark detection tests, we set the thresholds for autocorrelation 17 peak and detector response as follows. For autocorrelation peak detection, we set α AF = 3.5 in Eq. (15). This is a relatively low threshold and will show a high false 19 positive rate. However, many false peaks are removed during that step in the peak detection procedure that finds local maximums and the proposed geometric trans-21 form estimation step can cancel out the effect of some false peaks. For watermark detection, we set α Znc = 6 in Eq. (20). This threshold shows about a 10 −9 false 23 positive rate theoretically.
Statistical analysis of autocorrelation peak and
25 detector response Figure 11 shows the distributions of autocorrelation peaks and watermark de- autocorrelation peak results show poor separation between correct autocorrelation 1 peaks and no peaks. Although the proposed scheme also does not show enough separation in autocorrelation peak distribution, the result is better than that of 3 the additive scheme. By contrast, in the detector response results, although the proposed scheme shows relatively lower separation than the additive scheme, it 5 is high enough for reliable watermark detection. In the figure, the average of the detector responses from unmarked images is higher than zero because the detector To analyze the result, we used an ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve. To get ROC curves, we should find the proper distribution model for each 11 result. Generally, a correlation-based detector response is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution.
19 This assumption applies to the watermark detector responses 13 in our case. However, the strength of the autocorrelation peaks does not follow a Gaussian distribution in the experiment results. Figure 12 shows this situation.
15
In the figure, the Gaussian distribution model fits well with the distribution of the detector responses. However, the distribution of the autocorrelation peaks is 17 not well modeled by Gaussian distribution. We found that the gamma distribution model is more appropriate for the autocorrelation peaks, as in the figure. Although
19
it is not illustrated, watermark detector responses from unmarked images and autocorrelation values on no peak are also well modeled by Gaussian distribution.
21
Consequently, we used the Gaussian distribution model for the watermark detector responses for marked and unmarked images and the correlation values on no peak. A
23
Gamma distribution model was used for correct autocorrelation peak distribution. The ROC curves and EER's (equal error rates) of autocorrelation peaks and 25 watermark detector responses are shown in Fig. 13 . For the detector responses, the proposed scheme shows relatively higher error probability than the additive 27 scheme. However, the ROC curve and EER show that the absolute error probability is sufficiently low. On the other hand, both schemes show high probabilities of error 29 for the autocorrelation peaks. The autocorrelation peaks show much poorer ROC curves and extremely higher EER's than the detector responses. Based on these 31 results, if watermark detection fails for a marked image that was geometrically attacked, there is a very high probability that the error would occur in the geometric 33 transform estimation step, because of the autocorrelation peak detection error. In this situation, the proposed scheme shows much better ROC curves and EER
35
of the autocorrelation peaks than the additive scheme. Thus, we can expect that the proposed scheme for watermark detection will perform better than the additive 37 scheme with respect to geometric attacks.
Robustness of autocorrelation peak and watermark
39
We tested the robustness of the autocorrelation peaks and watermarks to removal attacks. Since geometric attacks are estimated by using autocorrelation peaks, we can predict robustness to geometric attacks by inspecting the robustness of the 1 autocorrelation peaks. JPEG compression (quality factor 50% and 30%) and 3 × 3 mean filtering were used for the test removal attacks.
3 Figures 14-16 show ROC curves and EER's after JPEG compression (quality factor 50% and 30%) and 3 × 3 mean filtering. Similar to the results without attack, 5 the proposed scheme still shows much better results for autocorrelation peak than the additive scheme for all attacks. Although the results of detector responses of the 7 proposed scheme are not as good as the additive scheme, the probability of error is not very high. Thus, we can also expect that the proposed scheme will show 9 better detection performance than the additive scheme against geometric-removal combined attacks.
11
In the measured results, the average autocorrelation peak strength and detector response after mean filtering are similar to, or a little higher than, the results after 13 the 50% JPEG compression attack. However, the variances of the autocorrelation value on no peaks and the detector responses from unmarked images are higher 15 than those of the JPEG compression results. The variances of peak strength and detector response for marked images are also higher. Thus, the ROC curves after 17 mean filtering are poorer than after JPEG compression. For the same reason, the ROC curve of detector responses after JPEG 50% compression shows better results
19
than do ROC curves without attacks.
Detection test results after combined attacks
21
In the previous section, we observed that the proposed scheme shows improved autocorrelation peak strength over the additive scheme. Now, we test whether this 23 achievement results in improved performance in actual detection.
For the detection test, all marked images were attacked by a geometric attack 25 and a removal attack at the same time. The marked images were first attacked by one of the following geometric attacks.
27
• Rotation (5 • , 15
• , 30
• and 45 • ).
• Resize (70%, 80%, 90%, 125% and 150%).
29
• Aspect ratio change (0.7:1, 0.8:1 and 0.9:1).
The geometrically distorted images were attacked by the following removal 31 attacks.
• JPEG compression (Quality factor = 30 and 50).
33
• Filtering (3 × 3 mean filter).
A watermark detection test was performed on the attacked images. It may be 35 seen from Table 1 that the proposed scheme yields much better detection results than do the additive scheme. For most combined attacks, the proposed scheme 37 yielded 100 ∼ 200 more successful detections. These results prove that the proposed
